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This one is even longer.  Please check it out and drop some
questions in the comments section on the Facebook page listed
above.  Also, check out some of the videos in the article
(it’s a nice boost financially and doesn’t take any extra
time).

 

Thanks to everyone who submitted questions and please do so
again.

KB

New  Column:  Last  Time,  I
Promise
Even I’m running out of things to complain about with this
thing.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-last-time-promise/
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Ask  Wrestling  Rumors  Column
(The  Reason  I  Requested
Questions)
Earlier this week I asked for some questions that I could
answer in a long form column.  Well, here you are.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/ask-wrestling-rumors-june-9-2018/

 

Thank you to all who asked me something and I’ll be doing this
again for at least a few weeks.  I might use some more from
here as you all come up with some good stuff.  Make sure to
drop some comments on the Facebook page and ask any other
questions you may want answered on there.

https://www.facebook.com/wrestlingrumors/posts/176202717720726
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KB

New  Column:  E  Pluribus  New
Day
These guys really are awesome, but who deserves something
special?

https://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-e-pluribus-new-day/
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Need Some Questions To Answer
So starting this Saturday, I’m going to be doing a weekly Ask
KB  column  over  at  Wrestlingrumors.net.   I’ll  be  taking  a
variety of questions and writing out some longer form answers
with more historical context etc.  Therefore, I need some
stuff to answer and as luck would have it, I have an awesome
audience who knows what kinds of things to ask.  Therefore,
I’m looking for some combination of the following:

Trivia

How I would book things/where I see things going

General questions about wrestling

Anything else you guys would like me to answer about wrestling

 

As usual, any era or company is fair game.  I’ll post a link
to  the  column  once  it’s  completed  and  posted  this  coming
Saturday.  Ask your questions in the comments.

 

KB

New  Column:  This  Isn’t
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Complicated
Why aren’t we seeing Sanity and the Authors of Pain?

https://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-isnt-complicated/

 

Also, make sure to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all your
wrestling needs.  I write several of the articles there and we
have a bunch of fun stuff.  Check out the site and the
Facebook page right here.

New  Column:  Cool.  Tell  Us
About It.
Commentary needs to tell us things.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-cool-tell-us/

New  Column:  Reviewing  the
Review – Backlash 2018
When a D- is too generous.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-reviewing-review-backla
sh-2018/
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New Column: 435 Days To Be A
Champion…..That’s A Long Time
WWE has an interesting way of determining the best.

https://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-435-days-champion-thats
-long-time/

KB’s Review: They Knew What
They Were Getting Into
https://wrestlingrumors.net/kbs-review-knew-getting/

WWE may not be able to just take the money and run on Friday.
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